Drug release from hydrocolloid embeddings with high or low susceptibility to hydrodynamic stress.
The subject of the study was the influence of hydrodynamic stress on the drug release from direct compressed hydrocolloid embeddings. Additionally a correlation between the release kinetics and different polymer characterising parameters was attempted. The drug release was fitted to an expanded Korsmeyer equation to describe the release kinetics. The influence of the stirring Dissolution Time (MDT) was expressed as quotient of the MDT's at the stirring rate of 200 and 100 min-1. If the drug release followed the square root of time kinetics, nearly no effect of the agitation speed on the release rate was observed. To achieve this diffusion controlled drug release the developing gel layer had to be hydrated very well and resistant against erosion (viscosity of at least 4000 mPa.s of the 2% polymer solution and a small expansion of the swelling gel especially at the beginning of the release). The erosion controlled zero order release was generally much affected by the hydrodynamic stress except for some hydrocolloids with incomplete swelling. Thus, it was possible to define a new release mechanism, the polymer particle erosion. The drug release was controlled by the attrition of partially swollen polymer particles and not by the polymer dissolution or drug diffusion. Polymer particle erosion or diffusion control should be the release controlling mechanisms for negligible influence of hydrodynamic stress.